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Example 1

1    A: and ee (pause) do you think that your grades here e accurately
2             reflect your efforts. that you have put into your studies,
3 (pause)
4    B: uuuuhm (pause) my u-
5    A: grades e marks
6    B: uhm (pause) eeehm (pause) no (pause) [uuum]
7    A:                                                  [no]
8    B: because ee there’re eee in my opinion (pause) pretty (pause) different eee
9 uh situation or (pause) noh (pause) e different e life or something and
10          different e (pause) eee (pause) them
11  A: oh (smiling) don’t worry just huh rephrase or
12  B: → yes (pause) a different (pause) actually I think e that ee (pause) it doesn’t 
13           matter.
14  A: the grades. [don’t matter]
15  B:                    [yes]
16  A: alright.
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Example 2

1 A:    and ee have you thought about your contribution. 
2  what will your contribution to the programme be. 
3        (pause) why should we choose you.
4 (pause)
5 B: → oh my God. huh [huh huh] it’s funny question huh
6 A:                    [huh huh]
7 (pause)
8 B: → eeem (pause) eeee (pause) I don’t know huh
9          huh actually
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Example 3

1    A:   do you think your grades here em (pause) accurately reflect your
2        efforts that you have put into your studies
3        (pause)
4    B: uuum (pause) I think (pause) yees because (pause) I’m quite tee 
5            (pause) smart as my classmates told me (smiling)
6            (pause)
7    B:→ huh (smiling) and eee I’m (pause) very: (pause) (quietly) kuidas on 
8            kohusetundlik huh
9     I: huh
10        (pause)
11   B: → kohusetundlik (pause) huh
12   A:  diligent huh  (pause) for example just (pause) you 
13           [can paraphrase it]
14  B: →[I think that I-] I think that I I am capable (pause) too study in the
15           U- in the United States
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Example 4

1 B:  a:nd. (pause) I think that it’s (pause) it’s a good (pause) 
2           good place for me to learn and, (pause) and ee
3      →  e get a wi- e- aand ee (pause) aand, oh my God I’m 
4           [so ner]vous, and ee (pause) noh, (pause) a- and= 
5  A:  [huh huh] (smiling)
6  B: →  = oh my I- I want to say: noh, ee noh
7  A:  take your time. huh
8  B: →yes. to (pause) broaden my mental horizons.
9  A: we[ll]
10 B:      [huh] huh (smiling) 
11 A:  it’s huh huh (smiling)
12 B: (smiling) I’m so nervous I didn’t- (pause) I- I- first I wa- was 
13         so afraid I didn’t want to come here. (smiling) uh huh huh 
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Example 5

1 B: eee then I think eee (pause) ehm United States 
2        eee is  eee pretty (pause) e strange for me
3        (pause) eee 
4 B: →noh mitte strange vaid see lihtsalt on eee  
5       (pause)
6 A: like not familiar [maybe]
7 B: →                [võõras]
8 A: yes strange I gu[ess]
9 B:                 [stra]nge
10 A: yes
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Example 6

1 A:     .hh e but what difficulties do you foresee (pause) in studying in the
2        US. (pause) what do you think will be difficult there. huh
3        (pause)
4 B: → huuuh (pause) .hh I- I’m aa (pause) I’m a little bit this ee home 
5            person. 
6 A: uh huh
7 B: → this ee u (pause) I don’t know how it is in English home missing or 
8            something
9  A: uh huh
10 B: it would beee=
11 A: homesick 
12 B: yes=
13 A: =homesickness
14 B: it would be at first there
15 A: uh huh
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To be discussed…
 Communication strategies (CS): notion, 

definition and typology

 Activities for developing CS
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Notion

“Communication strategies overcome obstacles 
to communication by providing the speaker 
with an alternative form of expression for the 
intended meaning.”

                                            (Bialystok 1990:35)
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Two perspectives
 Sociolinguistically oriented researchers (e.g. 

Tarone 1980): consider communication 
strategies in terms of social interaction

 Psycholinguistically oriented researchers 
(e.g. Faerch and Kasper 1984): focus on 
psychological processes
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Definitions
 “… mutual attempts of two interlocutors to 

agree on a meaning in situations where 
requisite meaning structures do not seem to 
be shared.”                            (Tarone 1980:420)

 “… potentially conscious plans for solving 
what to an individual presents itself as a 
problem in reaching a particular 
communicative goal.” 

                                            (Faerch and Kasper 1983: 81)
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CS: Sociolinguistic Perspective

Avoidance                   Topic avoidance
                                    Message abandonment
                                    Approximation
Paraphrase                 Word coinage
                                    Circumlocution

Transfer                      Literal translation
                                   Language switch

Appeal for assistance
Mime                                                          (Tarone 1977)
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Example 1

1    A: and ee (pause) do you think that your grades here (pause) e accurately
2             reflect your efforts. that you have put into your studies,
3          (pause)
4    B: uuuuhm (pause) my u-
5    A: grades e marks
6    B: uhm (pause) eeehm (pause) no (pause) [uuum]
7    A:                                                  [no]
8    B: because ee there’re eee in my opinion (pause) pretty (pause) different eee
9          uh situation or (pause) noh (pause) e different e life or something and
10          different e (pause) eee (pause) them
11  A: oh (smiling) don’t worry just huh rephrase or
12  B: → yes (pause) a different (pause) actually I think e that ee (pause) it doesn’t 
13           matter.
14  A: the grades. [don’t matter]
15  B:                    [yes]
16  A: alright.
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Example 2

1 A:    and ee have you thought about your contribution. 
2       what will your contribution to the programme be. 
3        (pause) why should we choose you.
4       (pause)
5 B: → oh my God. huh [huh huh] it’s funny question huh
6 A:          [huh huh]
7         (pause)
8 B: → eeem (pause) eeee (pause) I don’t know huh
9          huh actually
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CS: Sociolinguistic Perspective
Avoidance                   Topic avoidance
                                    Message abandonment

                                    Approximation
Paraphrase                 Word coinage
                                    Circumlocution

Transfer                      Literal translation
                                   Language switch

Appeal for assistance

Mime                                                          (Tarone 1977)
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Example 5
1 B: eee then I think eee (pause) ehm United States 
2        eee is  eee pretty (pause) e strange for me
3        (pause) eee 
4 B: →noh mitte strange vaid see lihtsalt on eee  
5       (pause)
6 A: like not familiar [maybe]
7 B: →                [võõras]
8 A: yes strange I gu[ess]
9 B:                 [stra]nge
10 A: yes
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CS: Sociolinguistic Perspective

Avoidance                   Topic avoidance
                                    Message abandonment
                                    Approximation
Paraphrase                 Word coinage
                                    Circumlocution

Transfer                      Literal translation
                                    Language switch

Appeal for assistance
Mime                                                          (Tarone 1977)
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Example 6

1 A:     .hh e but what difficulties do you foresee (pause) in studying in the
2        US. (pause) what do you think will be difficult there. huh
3        (pause)
4 B: → huuuh (pause) .hh I- I’m aa (pause) I’m a little bit this ee home 
5            person. 
6 A: uh huh
7 B: → this ee u (pause) I don’t know how it is in English home missing or 
8            something
9  A: uh huh
10 B: it would beee=
11 A: homesick 
12 B: yes=
13 A: =homesickness
14 B: it would be at first there
15 A: uh huh
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CS: Sociolinguistic Perspective

Avoidance                   Topic avoidance
                                    Message abandonment
                                    Approximation
Paraphrase                 Word coinage
                                    Circumlocution

Transfer                      Literal translation
                                    Language switch

Appeal for assistance
Mime                                                          (Tarone 1977)
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Example 3

1    A:   do you think your grades here em (pause) accurately reflect your
2        efforts that you have put into your studies
3        (pause)
4    B: uuum (pause) I think (pause) yees because (pause) I’m quite tee 
5            (pause) smart as my classmates told me (smiling)
6            (pause)
7    B:→ huh (smiling) and eee I’m (pause) very: (pause) (quietly) kuidas on 
8            kohusetundlik huh
9     I: huh
10        (pause)
11   B: → kohusetundlik (pause) huh
12   A:  diligent huh  (pause) for example just (pause) you 
13           [can paraphrase it]
14  B: → [I think that I-] I think that I I am capable (pause) too study in the
15           U- in the United States
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Example 4

1 B:  a:nd. (pause) I think that it’s (pause) it’s a good (pause) 
2           good place for me to learn and, (pause) and ee
3      →  e get a wi- e- aand ee (pause) aand, oh my God I’m 
4           [so ner]vous, and ee (pause) noh, (pause) a- and= 
5  A:  [huh huh] (smiling)
6  B: →  = oh my I- I want to say: noh, ee noh
7  A:  take your time. huh
8  B: →yes. to (pause) broaden my mental horizons.
9  A: we[ll]
10 B:      [huh] huh (smiling) 
11 A:  it’s huh huh (smiling)
12 B: (smiling) I’m so nervous I didn’t- (pause) I- I- first I wa- was 
13         so afraid I didn’t want to come here. (smiling) uh huh huh
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Frequency of CSs among English-speaking 
girls learning French

                                                                       %
Avoidance:     message abandonment          4
Paraphrase:   approximation                         12
                       word coinage                         <1
                      circumlocution                         80
Transfer:        language switch                      2
Appeal for assistance                                    2   
 
                                                                                  (Bialystok 1990: 77)
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Success of CSs for listeners

 
                                                        %
Pararhrase:   approximation             51.05
                      word coinage              96.88
                      circumlocution             56.38
Transfer:       language switch           60.38

                                                               (Bialystok 1990: 
79)
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CS: Psychologically-Motivated 
Strategies (1) – Achievement Strategies
                                                                  Codeswitching
                                      L1/L3                   Foreignising

                                                                  Substitution
                                                                  Generalisation
Non-cooperative         Interlanguage       Exemplification
                                                                  Word-coining
                                                                  Restructuring
                                                                  Description

                                      Non-linguistic      Mime
                                                                 Imitation, etc.
Cooperative                 Appeals
                                                                  (Faerch and Kasper 1984)
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CS: Psychologically-Motivated 
Strategies (2) – Avoidance Strategies

                             
                                        Phonological
Formal reduction           Morphological
                                        Grammatical

                                        Actional
Functional reduction     Propositional 
                                        Modal
                                                                             (Faerch and Kasper 

1984)
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CS: Process-Based Analysis

Conceptual            analytic, e.g. “talk uh bird” for “parrot” 
 

archistrategy          holistic, e.g. “table” for “desk”

                              morphological creativity, e.g. “ironize”
Linguistic                                                         for “iron”
archistrategy          L1 transfer, e.g.“middle” for “waist”    
                                                                                  (Poulisse, 1989-1990)
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Focus on Lexis

There is a close link between strategies 
compensating for lexical deficiencies and 
strategies for acquiring lexis
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Pedagogical implications: 
incorporating lexical CS into ELT

 Psycholinguistic strategies help develop 
learners’ analysed lexical knowledge

 Interactional strategies can supply new 
lexical material in unanalysed or analysed 
form
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Tasks introducing and 
fostering various types of CS

 promote greater awareness
 reduce inhibition
 enable purposeful language practice
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“Effective” CS
 generalisation/ approximation/ substitution
 exemplification
 restructuring/ paraphrase/ word coinage
 circumlocution/ description

non-linguistic
 mime, imitation
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Substitution and Generalisation
 Exercises on synonyms
   - substitution in sentences/ texts
   - stories (orally or in writing) or dialogues 
     avoiding “forbidden” words
   - crosswords
 Grouping/ categorising words (e.g. new 

vocabulary after reading a text)
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Exemplification

 Odd one out
 Word guess
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Paraphrase

 Restructuring sentences
 Combined exercises: gap fill and paraphrase
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Description/ defining
 Work with dictionaries/ dictionary definitions
 Pair work: defining words/ word guess
   - cards
   - crosswords
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Thank you 
for your attention and 

comments!


